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Relative integrated cross sections are measured for spin-orbit-conserving, rotationally inelastic scattering of
NO (2Π1/2), hexapole-selected in the upperΛ-doublet level of the ground rotational state (j ) 0.5), in collisions
with D2 at a nominal energy of 551 cm-1. The final state of the NO molecule is detected by laser-induced
fluorescence (LIF). The state-selected NO molecule is oriented with either the N end or the O end toward the
incoming D2 molecule by application of a static electric fieldE in the scattering region. This field is directed
parallel or antiparallel to the relative velocity vectorv. Comparison of signals taken for the different applied
field directions gives the experimental steric asymmetry SA, defined by SA) (σvvVE - σvvvE)/(σvvVE + σvvvE),
which is equal to within a factor of-1 to the molecular steric effect,Siff ≡ (σD2fNO - σD2fON)/(σD2fNO +
σD2fON). The dependence of the integral inelastic cross section on the incomingΛ-doublet component is also
measured as a function of the final rotational (jfinal) andΛ-doublet (εfinal) state. The measured steric asymmetries
are similar to those previously observed for NO-He scattering. Spin-orbit manifold-conserving collisions
exhibit a larger propensity for parity conservation than their NO-He counterparts. The results are interpreted
in the context of the recently developed quasi-quantum treatment (QQT) of rotationally inelastic scattering
[Gijsbertsen, A.; Linnartz, H.; Taatjes, C. A.; Stolte, S.J. Am. Chem. Soc.2006, 128, 8777]. The QQT
predictions can be inverted to obtain a fitted hard-shell potential that reproduces the experimental steric
asymmetry; this fitted potential gives an empirical estimate of the anisotropy of the repulsive interaction
between NO and D2. QQT computation of the differential cross section using this simple model potential
shows reasonable agreement with the measured differential cross sections.

Introduction

Owing to the feasibility of completely state-resolved experi-
ments, inelastic scattering can be a detailed probe of interaction
potentials1 and can test theoretical descriptions of molecular
collisions. Collisions of open-shell molecules such as nitric
oxide, NO, are especially important in testing theoretical
methods. The spectroscopy of NO is well-developed, and state-
specific detection of scattered products is readily achievable.
Additionally, it is possible to select a single rotational and
Λ-doublet state of NO from a molecular beam with a hexapole
state selector and to subsequently orient the axis of the state-
selected NO molecule in the laboratory frame by application
of a static electric field.2-4 Scattering from such a prepared state
permits the measurement of the steric asymmetry in inelastic
scattering,3-8 that is, the difference in scattering efficiency

between collisions on the two ends of the molecule, depending
on whether the applied electric field is parallel or antiparallel
to the relative velocity.

The steric asymmetry in the rotationally inelastic scattering
of NO with He9 and with Ar5,6,10has previously been measured
and compared with detailed quantum chemical calculations. A
marked oscillation in the orientation dependence of the inelastic
scattering is observed as a function of final rotational state, with
even ∆j () jfinal - j initial) transitions greatly enhanced by
application of an electric field antiparallel to the relative velocity
(N end collisions) and odd∆j transitions preferring an electric
field parallel to the relative velocity (O end collisions). Aside
from a tenacious and irksome discrepancy in the sign of the
steric asymmetry,9,11-13 the orientation dependence is reliably
reproduced by detailed calculations. The identification of N and
O end scattering above assumes an electric dipole (Nδ-Oδ+)14

and produces disagreement with theory by a factor of-1 for
the steric asymmetry. Test calculations have shown that the
alternation of steric effect arises primarily from short-range
anisotropic terms,10 and the observed asymmetry in the scattering
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of NO with He, where repulsive interactions dominate, is
substantially larger than that for NO scattering from Ar.6,9

The interaction potential of He-NO and D2-NO was
investigated by Butz et al.,15 who measured the velocity
dependence of the total scattering cross section. They noted a
well-developedN ) 1 glory maximum in D2-NO near a relative
velocity of 1500 m s-1 but only a weak indication of a glory
maximum in He-NO, at much lower velocity. The first
measurements of the rotationally inelastic differential cross
sections for D2-NO collisions were carried out by Westley et
al.16 In their experiments, an expansion-cooled beam of NO (j
) 1/2, 3/2;Π1/2) molecules was crossed by an expansion-cooled
beam of D2 molecules. The scattered NO molecules, in
individual final spin-orbit, rotational, andΛ-doublet levels, were
ionized by 1+ 1 resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization
(REMPI) via theγ(0,0) band near 226 nm, and their velocity
distribution was detected by velocity-map ion imaging. Fully
final-state-selected differential cross sections were extracted
from the resulting ion images. Scattering from D2 was slightly
more forward than that from He for a given finalj state. These
differences were attributed partially to differences in the
interaction potential between the two systems and partially to a
small difference in collision energy. Gijsbertsen et al. recently
measured final-state-resolved differential cross sections for
scattering of fully initial-state-selected NO (|j mj Ωh ε〉 ) |1/2
(1/2 1/2-1〉) with He17 and with D2.18 The notationΩh indicates
the absolute value ofΩ. In their experiments, carried out at
similar collision energies to the Westley et al. measurements
(and to the present work), they also observed a shift toward
forward scattering in moving from He to D2. They suggested18

that the differences in the rainbow angles could reflect a larger
anisotropy in the D2-NO interaction than that for He-NO but
shrank somewhat from this conclusion because of the similar
maximumjfinal observed in the two systems.

The present work investigates steric effects in inelastic
scattering of NO and D2 and interprets the results using a hard-
shell model and the recently developed “Quasi-quantum treat-
ment” (QQT) of rotationally inelastic scattering.12 The steric
asymmetry is reported for spin-orbit-conserving inelastic
collisions of NO with D2. The predictions of QQT are used to
fit a model hard-shell potential for D2-NO that reproduces the
observed steric effects. The differential cross sections for NO
(|j mj Ωh ε〉 ) |1/2 (1/2 1/2 -1〉)-D2 scattering18 are also
compared with predictions from QQT, using the model hard-
shell potential.

Methods

Experiment. The measurement of steric effects in D2-NO
scattering was carried out in the same manner as that from
previously reported investigations of He-NO collisions.9 Be-
cause the collisional kinematics of the two systems are nearly
identical, the same experimental configuration was used for the
present experiments as that for the He-NO scattering. The
pulsed crossed-molecular-beam scattering apparatus is similar
to that described in earlier studies.5,6,19 A 16% mixture of NO
in Ar was expanded from a stagnation pressure of 3.5 bar
through a 0.8 mm diameter orifice in a pulsed (10 Hz) nozzle.
The resulting beam was skimmed and passed through a 167
cm long hexapole assembly that focuses NO molecules in the
selected|j mj Ωh ε〉 ) |1/2 (1/2 1/2-1〉 state into the scattering
center, 293 cm from the pulsed nozzle source.6 The NO beam
was crossed at 90° by a beam of D2 and expanded through a
pulsed nozzle at 5 Hz. The distance from the D2 pulsed nozzle
to the scattering center is 8.4 cm. The speeds of both beams,

vjNO ) 594 m s-1 9 andvjD2 ) 1830 m s-1,16 yielded a nominal
center-of-mass collision energy of∼551 cm-1. The state-
selected NO molecules were oriented by a 10 kV cm-1 DC
electric field that was applied parallel or antiparallel to the
relative velocity vector.6 This applied field created a superposi-
tion of parity states with a definite laboratory frame orientation.
The coefficients describing this superposition have been ex-
perimentally deduced from measurements of LIF intensities of
field-induced transitions.4 Because the NO was in a weak-field
seeking state, the negatively charged end of the NO molecule
pointed preferentially toward the negative electrodes.

The scattered NO molecules were state-selectively detected
by laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) using the frequency-
doubled (∼226 nm) output of a Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser
operating at 10 Hz. The pulse energy of the laser is typically
several hundred microjoules, and the frequency bandwidth is
0.15 cm-1 (fwhm). The propagation direction and the linear
polarization of the laser lie in the plane of the molecular beams;
the laser makes an angle of∼30° with the relative velocity
vector. The fluorescence was collected perpendicular to the plane
of the molecular and laser beams, filtered by a cell of liquid
CH2Cl2, and imaged onto a solar-blind photomultiplier tube
(PMT). The PMT voltage was time-gated to reject scattered laser
light.

The output of the PMT was collected by a gated integrator
and boxcar averager and transferred to a personal computer (PC).
As the repetition rate of the secondary beam is half of that of
the NO beam and of the laser, the signal with and without the
D2 beam was measured on alternate laser shots. The subtraction
of the scattered signal and the baseline signal, yielding the LIF
signal for molecules scattered from the prepared initial state to
the probed final state|jfinal Ωh final εfinal〉, was carried out for
successive pairs of laser shots in the PC. After 100 pairs of
laser pulses in the absence of the orientation field (probing the
scattered signal of the pure upperΛ-doublet component), voltage
was applied to the orientation electrodes. The scattered signal
at one orientation was then collected for 100 pairs of pulses,
followed by reversal of the orientation field, a pause of 2 s,
and collection of the signal for 100 pairs of pulses at the opposite
direction. Finally, the voltage of the orientation field was again
set to 0 kV. This cycle was repeated 12-15 times. To eliminate
possible bias if the determination of the scattered signal for one
orientation was always preceded by the zero-field measurements,
the order of the measurements of the two orientations was
switched on alternate cycles. For the selected state, with a
positive Stark effect, the positively charged end of the molecule
was pointed toward the positive electrode. With the electric field
defined as pointing from positive to negative polarity (and the
relative velocity defined as pointing toward the NO molecule),
the LIF signals for the two orientations of the electric field,
I(vvvE) ≡ I+ and I(vvVE) ≡ I-, are proportional to the relative
inelastic cross sections for collisions of D2 with the positive
and negative end of the NO dipole.

The apparatus function relating the LIF intensities to relative
inelastic scattering cross sections has been evaluated for the
present experimental configuration.20 The apparatus function
slightly favors detection of forward scattered products, but the
ratio of LIF signals for the different directions of the applied
field should still closely approximate the total steric asymmetry.9

The angular momentum vector of the scattered product may be
aligned,9,20-23 and this alignment will affect the dependence of
the detection probability on the scattering angle.17 However,
the steric asymmetry is obtained from integral cross section
measurements that differ only in the incoming orientation of
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the NO molecule. Because of partial saturation and because the
steric effect changes little over the relevant range of the
scattering angle,10 the effects of the polarized laser detection
are expected to be minimal. In the present experiments, the e
levels were probed via (R11 + Q21) lines and the f levels by a
combination of R21 and (Q11 + P21) lines. In previous measure-
ments of He-NO scattering,9 no difference in the apparent SA
was measured for redundant Q and (P,R) branch probing,
showing that the effect of alignment on the measured steric
asymmetry is small.

As in previous work,9,20 the experimental steric effect, for
which the symbol SA is employed, is defined by the difference
between the LIF signals for opposite orientations of the static
field, normalized by their sum

The statistical spread in the individual measurements of the steric
effect (that is, the 12-15 cycles of the orientation of the applied
field) is used to derive the experimental precision of the
determination of SA. The relationship of the experimental
quantity SA to the molecular steric effectSiff requires knowl-
edge of which end of the NO molecule is selected in the collision
frame. This, in turn, enables comparison with calculations of
the steric effect, which should yieldSiff directly. Using the
directly measured orientation of the applied static field and the
sign of the dipole moment from ab initio calculations, Nδ-Oδ+,14

and assuming no long-range collision-induced reorientation
would yield SA= Siff in eq 1. As discussed elsewhere,9,11,12,20

this assignment results in a disagreement of a factor of-1
between theory and experiment.

As in previous work on He-NO scattering, the measurement
of the LIF signal at zero applied field, proportional to the
scattering from the selected pureε ) -1 state, is combined
with the orientation measurements to derive the relative
state-to-state inelastic cross sections from individualΛ-doublet
levels. The average of the LIF signals at the two directions of
the applied field is proportional to the average of the cross
sections for scattering from the two initialΛ-doublet states,
weighted by the experimentally measured4 mixing coefficients
R andâ

Combining this average with the measured zero-field signal,
I0 ∝ σε)-1f|jfinalΩh finalεfinal〉, and assuming that the apparatus function
does not change with applied DC field (i.e., the proportionality
constants are equal), the ratio of cross sections from the different
initial Λ-doublet states to the probed final state can be derived

The ratio ofΛ-doublet cross sections,Lεfinal, is least reliable near
Lεfinal ) 0. For values of (I- + I+)/I0 close toR2, Lεfinal is very

sensitive to inaccuracies in the computed mixing coefficients
and to possible inhomogeneities in the orientation field.9 The
Λ-doublet propensityLεfinal as a function ofjfinal is related to the
propensity for conservation of the parityp from the initial (j )
1/2, ε ) (1) to the final rotational state of the NO molecule
(jfinal, εfinal). Parity refers to the behavior of a wave functionΨ
upon inversion of all spatial coordinatesr , Ψ(-r ) ) pΨ(r ).
The parity of a NO rotational wave function|j, Ωh , m, ε> is
given byp ) (-1)(j-ε/2). Because in a molecular collision the
overall parity of the total system must be conserved, a parity
change of the rotational wave function is accompanied by a
parity change of the radial part of the wave function.24 The terms
“parity-conserving” and “parity-changing” in the present context
refer to the parity of the molecular rotational state. For scattering
out of the j ) 1/2 state, an overall parity conservation index
can be defined as the ratio of parity-conserving to parity-
changing collisions

Quasi-Quantum Treatment. The quasi-quantum mechan-
ical treatment (QQT) of inelastic scattering12,25 employs
integrals over angular variables in the kinematic-apse frame to
eliminate the sum over coupled equations in orbital angular
momentum or impact parameter. The QQT method has been
shown to provide a physically compelling explanation for steric
asymmetries and parity propensities; these experimental quanti-
ties can be straightforwardly and, in the case of hard-shell poten-
tials, quantitatively related to the anisotropy in the interaction.

The spherical angles (γa, φa) of the NO molecular axis with
respect to the direction of the kinematic apseâk provide all of
the variables that are relevant to the instantaneous impact at
the surface of the hard shellRs(cos γa, φa) that results in the
transfer of an initial state (j ) 1/2, Ωh ) 1/2, ma, ε) to a final
state (jfinal, Ωh final ) 1/2, ma,final, εfinal).12,26-28 In the case of a
hard-shell potential, the component of the incoming momentum
p parallel to the surface of the shell will be conserved. Moreover,
âk also coincides with the surface normal at the position of
impact, which is assumed to be well-defined due to the
elimination of the orbital quantum numberl. Thereforema )
ma,final when one chooses the direction of them-quantization
axis parallel toâk.29,30

The scattering amplitude in the apse frame has been shown
to emerge from the Feynman path integral

with

Hereg(γa;â), independent of the final and initial rotational state,
is taken as the square root of the apse-dependent classical
differential scattering cross section dσ/dω ) d2σ/d(cosâ)dR,
whereâ andR denote the spherical angles of a particular spatial
direction of âk with respect to the incoming momentump

wherep is the magnitude of the incoming momentum. The QQT
hard-shell semi-classical phase shift follows simply from

SA ≡ σvvVE - σvvvE

σvvVE + σvvvE
= I- - I+

I- + I+ w

σD2fNO - σD2fON

σD2fNO + σD2fON
≡ Siff (1)

I- + I+ ∝ R2σε)-1f|jfinalΩh finalεfinal〉
+ â2σε)+1f|jfinalΩh finalεfinal〉

(2)

(I- + I+)/2

I0
)

R2σε)-1f|jfinalΩh finalεfinal〉
+ â2σε)+1f|jfinalΩh finalεfinal〉

σε)-1f|jfinalΩh finalεfinal〉

(3)

Lεfinal
≡

σε)+1f|jfinalΩfinalεfinal〉

σε)-1f|jfinalΩfinalεfinal〉
)

(I- + I+)/2

I0
- R2

â2
(4)

σpfp

σpf-p
=

σpfp

σ-pfp
) (Lεfinal

)p (5)

g(j,Ωh ,ma,ε f j final,Ωh final,ma,final,εfinal) )
〈j final,Ωh final,ma,final,εfinal|gjfjfinal

(γa;â)|j,Ωh ,ma,ε〉 (6)

gjfjfinal
(γa;â) ) g(γa;â)ei[ηjfjfinal(γa;â)] (7)

g(γa;â) ) 2πp
h ( d2σ(γa)

d(cosâ)dR)1/2

(8)
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and the allowed magnitude ofp follows from the rotational
energy levelsE(j) of the NO molecule. The amount of kinetic
energy that is converted into rotation is

whereµ is the reduced mass of the collision system andpfinal
2

- p2 is the change in the squared magnitude of the momentum.
The differential cross section and the steric asymmetry follow

directly from the dimensionless scattering amplitude12,25

Here, θ denotes the scattering angle in the center-of-mass
system. In order to study orientation effects, as observed
experimentally, this scattering amplitude has to be transformed
from the apse frame (quantization alongak) into the laboratory
frame (quantization alongE).

Previously, the anisotropic hard-shell potentials employed in
calculating differential and integral cross sections with QQT
have been estimated by using the equipotential contour at the
nominal center-of-mass collision energy from ab initio potential
energy surfaces.31,32In the present work, the shape of the hard-
shell potential is fitted to-1 times the experimental values of
the steric asymmetry, weighted by their statistical uncertainty
plus an estimated(0.01 systematic contribution to the uncer-
tainty. There is some indication that this systematic contribution
may be slightly larger in the case of D2-NO, based on the
predictions of the parity index (see below), where an unweighted
fit to SA yields more accurate predictions. The hard shell is
parametrized by a five-term Legendre expansion in the angleγ
between the N-O bond and the line connecting the molecular
centers-of-mass

The orientation of the D2 about its center of mass is neglected.
The coefficient of the lowest-order Legendre term,P0(cosγ),
determines overall integral cross sections and does not affect
the steric asymmetry; therefore,a0 is fixed in the fit. The elastic
scattering results of Butz et al.15 suggest that the effective
isotropic shell radius is similar for He-NO and D2-NO. The
remaining four coefficients are varied to minimize the square
of the difference between the calculated steric asymmetries and
-1 times the experimental SA.

Results and Discussion

In Table 1, the experimental steric asymmetries andΛ-
doublet propensities of spin-manifold-conserving collisions of
NO with D2 are given, together with their corresponding
uncertainty estimates ((2σ precision). The dependence of the
measured steric asymmetry on the final rotational andΛ-doublet
state is shown in Figure 1. The steric asymmetry is of similar
magnitude (or slightly smaller) and of the same sign as that
measured for He-NO scattering.9 The steric asymmetry is
largely governed by the repulsive part of the potential,10 which
results in substantial asymmetries for both He-NO and D2-

NO scattering, where repulsion dominates the interaction
potential. The steric asymmetry exhibits oscillations with∆j
such thatσvVvE > σvvvE when∆j is even andσvVvE < σvvvE when
∆j is odd. In general, the behavior of the steric asymmetry is
very similar to the behavior for spin-manifold-conserving He-
NO collisions. In both cases, the magnitudes of the steric effects
are relatively small for lowjfinal, whereas strong oscillations
with ∆j are observed for higherjfinal. However, the steric
asymmetry is somewhat smaller in scattering with D2, especially
for ∆j e 7.

In Figure 1, the steric asymmetries of outgoing e levels (εfinal

) +1) appear to be shifted upward relative to those of the
outgoing f levels (εfinal ) -1). This means that collisions of
NO oriented with the N end toward the incoming D2 molecule
will result in relatively more outgoing molecules residing in an

TABLE 1: Measured Steric Asymmetries SA andΛ-Doublet
PropensitiesLE for Scattering of NO (j ) 1/2; Π1/2) with D2

a

j final εfinal SA ((1σ) Lεfinal ((1σ)

1.5 1 -0.008( 0.014 0.39( 0.08
1.5 -1 0.007( 0.05 4.3( 0.5
2.5 1 0.075( 0.014 4.4( 0.3
2.5 -1 0.019( 0.011 0.40( 0.07
3.5 1 -0.017( 0.010 0.41( 0.06
3.5 -1 -0.038( 0.012 2.59( 0.14
4.5 1 0.242( 0.011 3.53( 0.17
4.5 -1 0.115( 0.008 0.49( 0.05
5.5 1 -0.102( 0.012 0.37( 0.08
5.5 -1 -0.251( 0.019 1.82( 0.18
6.5 1 0.499( 0.009 2.47( 0.11
6.5 -1 0.315( 0.014 0.58( 0.09
7.5 1 -0.373( 0.009 0.69( 0.07
7.5 -1 -0.407( 0.014 1.33( 0.11
8.5 1 0.484( 0.018
8.5 -1 0.313( 0.012 0.36( 0.08
9.5 1 -0.502( 0.025 1.30( 0.21
9.5 -1 -0.561( 0.026 0.96( 0.21

10.5 1 0.319( 0.042 1.89( 0.43
10.5 -1 0.095( 0.019 0.22( 0.11
11.5 1 -0.525( 0.075 0.94( 0.54
11.5 -1 -0.585( 0.035 1.02( 0.26
12.5 1
12.5 -1 -0.242( 0.043 0.81( 0.32

a The standard deviation of the set of measurements is given
(reflecting the ((1σ) precision level).

Figure 1. Measured steric asymmetry in spin-orbit-conserving
rotationally inelastic collisions of NO (j ) 1/2; Π1/2) with D2 at 551
cm-1 nominal collision energy. The different finalΛ-doublet states are
shown as open circles (εfinal ) -1, or f) and filled circles (εfinal ) +1,
or e). Error bars show ((2σ) precision.

ηjfjfinal
(γa;â) ) 2π

h
Rs(cosγa)•[pfinal - p] (9)

E(j final) - E(j) )
pfinal

2 - p2

2µ
(10)

f (j,Ωh ,m
a
,ε f j final,Ωh final,ma,final,εfinal) )

(sin â
sin θ

dâ
dθ)1/2

g(j,Ωh ,ma,ε f j final,Ωh final,ma,final,εfinal) (11)

Rs(cosγ) ) ∑
n)0

4

anPn(cosγ) (12)
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e level than when the NO molecule is oriented with the O end
toward the incoming molecule. This phenomenon, corresponding
to |SAεfinal)1| < |SAεfinal)-1| when∆j is even and|SAεfinal)1| >
|SAεfinal)-1| when ∆j is odd, has also been observed for He-
NO scattering9 and indicates that the collision cross section
exhibits a propensity for total parity conservation. Figure 2
shows the parity conservation index (eq 5) for the two collision
processes. Values greater than 1 reflect a preference for parity
conservation, and values less than 1 reflect a preference for
parity breaking. The collisions of NO with He show no
propensity for parity conservation forjfinal values greater than
6.5; the parity index for largerjfinal states oscillates around 1.
Collisions of NO with D2 clearly display a stronger preference
for parity conservation that persists to the highest measured
jfinal.

Because the steric asymmetry is sensitive to the repulsive
part of the potential and because the evaluation of cross sections
by the QQT method is so rapid, it is easy to fit the shape of a
hard-shell potential to optimize the QQT prediction of the steric
asymmetry. Figure 3 shows the best fit of the QQT computation
of the steric asymmetry obtained by varying the coefficients
for the anisotropic components (n > 0) in a five-term Legendre
expansion for the repulsive potential. For comparison, a similar
fit has been carried out for the measured steric asymmetry in
the He-NO scattering, for which a high-quality ab initio surface
exists.32 Figure 4 shows a comparison of the shapes for the He-
NO hard-sphere potentials that are derived from the steric
asymmetry to the equipotential line at the nominal experimental
collision energy, which was used to determine the model
hard-shell potential in earlier applications of the QQT meth-
od.12,18

Also shown in Figure 4 is the hard-shell potential derived
from the fit to the NO-D2 steric asymmetries. The Legendre
coefficients for hard-shell potentials derived from both He-
NO and D2-NO steric asymmetries are given in Table 2. The
even asymmetry of the repulsive interaction, in particular, the
P2 term, is substantially larger in the D2-NO potential than in
the He-NO potential. The even terms in the potential relative

to the apse angleγa tend to be associated with parity-conserving
transitions,24 and the experimentalΛ-doublet propensities in
D2-NO scattering show a larger tendency to preserve parity
than in He-NO scattering.9 The QQT calculations of the parity
index, based on the fitted hard-shell potentials, bear out this
simple prediction based on the Legendre coefficients. The more
the absolute value of thea2 coefficient exceeds that of thea1

Figure 2. Average measured propensity for parity conservation in
inelastic collisions of NO with He9 and with D2. The experimental data
(solid symbols) are the weighted average of measurements of the parity
index for εfinal ) +1 (e) andεfinal ) -1 (f) components of the finalj
states. Also shown (open symbols and symbols with crosses) are the
results of quasi-quantum treatment (QQT) calculations using fitted hard-
shell potentials.

Figure 3. Fit of quasi-quantum calculations ofSiff (right axis) to-1
times the experimental steric asymmetry SA (left axis), obtained by
varying the coefficients in a five-term Legendre expansion for a hard-
shell potential. Error bars on SA show ((2σ) precision; the fits shown
are weighted by this precision plus an estimated systematic uncertainty
of (0.01.

Figure 4. Hard-shell potentials derived from weighted fits to-1 times
the measured steric asymmetry and the equipotential line at the nominal
experimental He-NO collision energy of 514 cm-1. The N end of the
NO molecule is at zero degrees. The radial distance is given in units
of the Bohr radiusa0 (a0 = 52.9 pm).
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coefficient, the more the parity index will tend to remain greater
than 1 for large values ofjfinal. Note that thea1 and a2

coefficients dominate the anisotropy for both He-NO and D2-
NO. The calculations, shown as the crossed open symbols in
Figure 2, show a substantial preference for parity conservation
in the D2-NO scattering for all jfinal, whereas the QQT
calculations on the fitted He-NO potential, with its slightly
less prominent even anisotropy, loses parity preference above
jfinal ) 5.5. A measure of the sensitivity of the parity index to
the shape of the potential is given by the comparison of the
He-NO parity index calculated using the hard shell from the
weighted fit to the index calculated using a hard shell at the
equipotential line at the nominal collision energy (also shown
in Figure 2). Even the small difference in the shapes of the
potential yields a substantial difference in the predicted parity
index. Furthermore, the hard shell resulting from an unweighted
fit to the measured SA for D2-NO, which is well within the
uncertainties of the weighted fit, gives markedly improved
predictions of the parity index.

The alternation in parity preference with∆j, which becomes
more prominent at highjfinal, is easily rationalized by considering
the dominant Legendre terms in the QQT expression for the
scattering amplitude. The differential cross section for scattering
of state-selected NO (|j mj Ωh ε〉 ) |1/2 (1/2 1/2-1〉) into a
final state of givenjfinal and parityεfinal is dominated by a single
Legendre term in the apse angleγa

12

where the factorgjfjfinal(γa;â) includes the classical scattering
amplitude and the semiclassical phase shift (see eq 7). Therefore,
the contribution to a given value ofjfinal will include a single
Legendre moment of the phase shift functiongjfjfinal(γa;â) of
order ∆j ) (jfinal - 1/2) for εfinal ) -1 and one moment of
order ∆j + 1 ) (jfinal + 1/2) for εfinal ) +1. Qualitative
conclusions can be drawn for largejfinal by assuming that the
magnitude of the angle-averaged Legendre term tends to be
smaller for larger values ofn because of averaging over more
oscillations near the stationary phase region,12 meaning that for

a given∆j, theP∆j(cosγa) term (i.e.,εfinal ) -1) will be larger
than theP∆j+1(cosγa). This term corresponds to parity conser-
vation for even∆j and to parity breaking for odd∆j. This is
the parity propensity exhibited by He-NO and D2-NO
scattering in Figure 2; for even∆j, the largerP∆j(cosγa) term
appears in the numerator, making the parity index>1; for odd

TABLE 2: Fitted Legendre Coefficients for Hard-Shell
Potentialsa

an 95% confidence interval

He-NO weighted fit to SA
n ) 1 0.19 0.16< a1 < 0.22
n ) 2 0.72 0.69< a2 < 0.76
n ) 3 0.042 0.015< a3 < 0.068
n ) 4 -0.11 -0.18< a4 < -0.04

D2-NO weighted fit to SA
n ) 1 0.143 0.10< a1 < 0.18
n ) 2 0.813 0.76< a2 < 0.86
n ) 3 0.0775 0.058< a3 < 0.097
n ) 4 -0.0062 -0.11< a4 < 0.096

D2-NO unweighted fit to SA
n ) 1 0.155 0.11< a1 < 0.20
n ) 2 0.809 0.77< a2 < 0.85
n ) 3 0.0790 0.055< a3 < 0.107
n ) 4 -0.0775 -0.15< a4 < 0.0006

a The 95% confidence range is given in the final column. The
coefficient of theP0 term for both systems is fixed ata0 ) 4.864, taken
from a Legendre expansion of the ab initio He-NO isopotential at the
nominal collision energy. For comparison, the Legendre moments from
the ab initio He-NO isopotential area1 ) 0.198,a2 ) 0.691,a3 )
-0.013,a4 ) -0.150,a5 ) -0.0012,a6 ) 0.0263. Figure 5. Comparison of experiment18 and QQT calculations on fitted

hard-shell potentials for selected parity-conserving differential cross
sections in the scattering of state-selected NO (|j mj Ωh ε〉 ) |1/2 (1/2
1/2 -1〉) with He. The agreement of the calculated differential cross
sections using the fitted potential is similar to that observed in QQT
calculations25 using the equipotential line at 514 cm-1 from the ab initio
potential of Kłos et al.32 The cross sections are normalized to the close-
coupled calculated cross section.

Figure 6. Comparison of experiment18 and QQT calculations on fitted
hard-shell potentials for selected parity-breaking differential cross
sections in the scattering of state-selected NO (|j mj Ωh ε〉 ) |1/2 (1/2
1/2 -1〉) with He. The agreement of the calculated differential cross
sections using the fitted potential is similar to that observed in QQT
calculations25 using the equipotential line at 514 cm-1 from the ab initio
potential of Kłos et al.32 The cross sections are normalized to the close-
coupled calculated cross section.

dσ
dω

∝ |∫-1

1
d(cosγa) Pjfinal+(εfinal/ 2) (cosγa) gjfjfinal

(γa;â)|2 (13)
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∆j, the P∆j(cos γa) term appears in the denominator, making
the parity index<1. The D2-NO scattering shows an additional
overall preference for parity conservation that does not appear
for He-NO abovejfinal ) 5.5.

The QQT calculations using the fitted hard-shell potentials
provide good predictions of the parity index in NO-He and
D2-NO scattering. The question remains how well the fitted
anisotropy will reproduce other physical phenomena that are
sensitive to the shape of the repulsive wall. In particular, the
shape of the differential cross section is a stringent test of the
shape of the potential energy surface. Differential cross sections
have been measured for scattering of fully state-selected NO
(|j mj Ωh ε〉 ) |1/2 (1/2 1/2-1〉) with He17 and with D2,18 and
both full close-coupling and QQT calculations of differential
cross sections for fully state-selected He-NO scattering have
been carried out,9,25 based on the ab initio potential of Kłos
and co-workers.32 Close-coupling calculations on an accurate
surface provide excellent agreement with the measured
differential cross sections, as has also been seen for quantum-
state resolved scattering of Ar-NO using non-state-selected
beams.33,34

The QQT calculations deviate systematically from the close-
coupled calculations in a way that reflects the assumptions of
the QQT method.25 For example, QQT uses classical angle-
dependent scattering amplitudes in conjunction with the semi-
classical phase shift; this treatment implicitly assumes that the
hard shell is much larger than the relevant de Broglie wavelength
and hence does not include diffraction effects. Diffraction is
especially important for forward scattering, and the QQT
calculations fail to reproduce the forward-scattered peaks at low
jfinal.25 Representative QQT calculations for He-NO, using the
fitted hard-shell potential, are compared to experimental dif-

ferential cross sections in Figures 5 and 6. The calculations on
the fitted potential are similar to those using a hard shell at the
514 cm-1 equipotential line of the ab initio surface,25 showing
less forward scattering than the experiment and showing
improved agreement at higherjfinal, where backward scattering
dominates. The fitted hard-shell potential shows a significant
difference from the 514 cm-1 equipotential line of the ab initio
surface only in theP3(cos γ) term as defined by eq 12 (see
Table 2). Note that the equipotential line consists of a larger
Legendre expansion using 7 terms.

The anisotropy in the He-NO and the D2-NO systems was
empirically estimated by Westley et al.,16 who used a two-
dimensional hard-ellipse model to predict the classical dif-
ferential cross section, applying the formulas of Bosanac and
Buck.35 Optimizing the parameters of the model potential to
produce the best agreement with their experimental He-NO
measurements yielded a markedly larger anisotropy than
the ab initio surface calculated by Yang and Alexander36 under
the coupled-electron-pair approximation (CEPA). The Yang
and Alexander surface also predicts scattering angles farther in
the backward direction than the experimental observation. The
coupled-cluster (RCCSD(T)) potential of Kłos et al.32 shows a
stronger anisotropy in the repulsive wall, and close-coupling
calculations of scattering on this surface accurately predict
the differential cross sections for He-NO scattering.17

Fitting the potential to the steric asymmetry appears to ac-
curately yield the anisotropy of the repulsive wall for NO-He
scattering, as judged by comparison to the RCCSD(T) ab initio
surface.25,32

Figures 7 and 8 show similar comparisons of the experimental
and QQT-calculated differential cross sections for D2-NO
scattering. The differential cross sections are relatively well-

Figure 7. Comparison of experimental18 and calculated relative differential cross sections for parity-conserving NO (|j mj Ωh ε〉 ) |1/2 (1/2 1/2
-1〉) scattering from D2. Calculated cross sections from QQT using the hard-shell potential derived from the unweighted fit to the measured steric
asymmetry are given as the dotted line; experimental cross sections are given as the heavy solid lines and open circles (circles are placed on every
fifth experimental data point).
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reproduced by the QQT calculations on the fitted hard-
shell surface (the unweighted fit is shown; the predictions with
the weighted fit are slightly poorer), with deviations similar to
those in the He-NO case, again principally from the assump-
tions of the QQT method. In interpreting their elastic scattering
results, Butz et al.15 found that D2-NO required a composite
Lennard-Jones (6,3)-(24,6) potential, whereas the He-NO was
satisfactorily modeled using a (12,6) potential, suggesting
differences between D2-NO and He-NO in the inner (hard-
shell boundary) part of the potential. Westley et al.,16 in
their hard-ellipse fits to the differential cross section data, found
a larger anisotropy for the D2-NO than that for the He-NO.
A similar conclusion was drawn by Gijsbertsen et al.17

from analogous fits to their data. The fit to the steric asymmetry
measurement confirms this interpretation and, judging from
the predicted differential cross sections, seems to ac-
curately capture the shape of the repulsive wall of the D2-NO
potential, at least within the approximations inherent in the
QQT method. This fitted repulsive shell for the D2-NO system
has a larger even anisotropy than the corresponding He-NO
system.

Conclusions

The steric asymmetry and parity propensity for rotationally
inelastic, spin-orbit-conserving collisions of state-selected NO
with D2 have been measured in crossed-molecular-beam studies
at a nominal collision energy of 551 cm-1. An effective hard-
shell interaction has been derived from fits of quasi-quantum
calculations to the measured steric asymmetry. An analogous
fitting procedure reproduces the ab initio repulsive wall for
He-NO, and the fitted D2-NO hard shell yields reasonably

accurate predictions of differential cross sections for inelastic
scattering.
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